Abstract: This manuscript describes the hybrid learning algorithm for training the error optimisation in an MIMO nonlinear system. The automated controller is designed using lenient computation technique with a Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm. The designed controller is interfaced to a microgrid which has renewable energy sources like solar, wind, fuel cell, or smart battery as input and the output power generated by these sources can be utilised for various grid and atomised applications. The erudition capability and designing methodology of adaptive networks and sturdiness of PID controllers are described. Finally, the study illustrates an offline mode comparison of PID-based ANFIS and neural controllers in terms of settling time, steady state error and overshoot.
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Introduction
Triple stage inverted pendulum belongs to a category of highly unstable and underactuated system which exhibits highly nonlinear behaviour due to its complex dynamics (Gluck et al., 2013) . These systems are testing bed platforms for comparing various control algorithms and strategies (Kizir et al., 2010; Henmi et al., 2015) . The system resembles dynamics of humanoid robot, flexible space structures and therefore attracts interest of many researchers (Mao et al., 2013; Eltohamy and Kuo, 2010) . Farwig and Unbehauen (1990) examined stabilisation of triple link inverted pendulum based on state space approach. The authors utilised a computer-aided design package.
A proportional-integral-derivative (PID)-neural adaptive controller for stabilisation of triple inverted pendulum was proposed by Liang et al. (2010) . The control law for PID was obtained using back-propagation algorithm and Lyapunov method was applied for learning of adaptive controllers. In a study by Ling et al. (2011) comparison of single neuron adaptive proportional differential (SNPD) control and LQR control for stabilisation of triple inverted pendulum was performed. The results showed that SNPD strategy provides better stability and enhances anti-jamming capacity of the system. Zhang et al. (2012) designed a variable gain LQR controller for control of three stage inverted pendulum. The authors proposed a new algorithm based on Schur method for solution of Riccati equation. Real time experiments were performed to demonstrate the proposed control. According to Huang et al. (2012) an intelligent control based on combination of neural network and genetic algorithm (GA) can be applied to simulate a triple inverted pendulum system. The results showed that proposed control provides faster convergence and accompanies less iterations. Molazadeh et al. (2014) designed a LQR controller for control of triple inverted pendulum. The tuning of LQR gains was achieved using fuzzy logic, GA and GA-particle swarm optimisation (PSO) algorithm. The results showed superiority of fuzzy controller over other two controllers.
In a study by Zhang et al. (2015) a PID neural network (PIDNN) controller was optimised using cloud genetic algorithm (CGA) for control of three-stage inverted pendulum. It was observed that CGA provides faster convergence and avoids premature convergence phenomenon of GAs. The study further presented a three dimensional animated simulation to verify proposed control. Chen and Theodomile (2016) designed a feedback weight matrix of linear quadratic regulator (LQR) optimal control and feedback parameters of linear optimal control for determining configuration of fuzzy controller. The fuzzy controller was further applied to control a three-stage inverted pendulum. The results showed that the proposed controller selects simple parameters and exhibits good performance. This paper presents a new approach of designing PID-based ANFIS and neural controllers for stabilisation of triple link inverted pendulum on cart. The paper describes in detail designing procedure of proposed controllers. The study compares linear and constant type MFs of different shapes. The performance of MFs was judged based on their respective training error tolerances. The relation between number of MFs and training error of ANFIS has also been demonstrated. The performances of controllers were compared in terms of three performance parameters namely settling time, maximum overshoot and steady state error.
Teekaraman and Mani (2014a) developed fuzzy controlled-based distributed generation unit in grid operated in islanded mode with storage system. The simulation results validate the model and robustness of the proposed control scheme to changes in system loading and power factor. Teekaraman and Mani (2015b) incorporated a decoupling algorithm and notch filter with three level hysteresis controllers under stiff symmetrical and asymmetrical grid conditions. Also the entire concept is analysed in dq reference frame. Teekaraman and Mani (2015a) concluded that distributed generation units in islanded mode controlled by fuzzy model in a reference frame promptly and establish legitimacy of the model and robustness of the control scheme to change system loading and power factor. Teekaraman and Ramya (2016) implemented the solar energy with new controlling parameter in µgrid under partial shading condition for better stabilisation and optimisation. The dynamic control scheme is presented to analyse the performance of a three-phase grid-connected PV system and to enhance the dynamic stability limit with the change in atmospheric conditions by utilising the new control factor. Teekaraman and Mani (2014b) implemented multicarrier level shifted current control, at higher feed forward gain and hence better control characteristics. Also it can be controlled to feed the load real power with the balance real power being supplied from the grid. In addition to real power injection, the objective of load compensation is also achieved leading to a balanced, distortion free, and unity power factor source current.
Lenient computing procedures
An elaborate explanation of controller implemented for controlling the error in the proposed system is as follows.
PID control
PID controllers are the most prominent designed controllers which are frequently used as feedback (closed loop) in processing the system having resonance and unstable transfer function (Kaya et al., 2006) . These are extremely robust controllers, easy to design and afford squat overshoot and minor settling time (Matusu and Prokop, 2016) . The principle of PID controller is based on calculating an error value e(t) which is a difference between desired output and measured value. The main aim is to minimise the error by regulating the control variable u(t). A general representation of PID controller is given in equation (1) 
The PID gains were obtained using trial and error approach and are stated in Table 1 at different stages of the system. The fine-tuning of the gain is done by changing the gain of one particular controller while gains of other controllers were kept unchanged. The process is repeated till satisfactory response of all controllers is achieved. 
PID-based neural control
ANN includes smart gen processing elements called neurons which are capable of adapting their weights according to a given datasets. Neural networks are very effective in situations where explicit knowledge of system and its analytical equations is not available (Yesildirek et al., 1996) . The neural architecture comprises three different layers which are presented to different systems (system 1, system 2, and system 3). Firstly, the inputs are collected at input layer after which processing is performed at hidden layer and finally the output is obtained at output layer. PID-based neural control architecture is shown in Figure 1 . 
MIMO modelling of microgrid using ANN ARX model
ARX model is an important property of regressors and it has been implemented in the designed nonlinear system. The output of an ARX model is a function of regressors. The function of ARX model has both linear system configuration and nonlinear system configuration. The net ARX model output is the sum of the outputs of the two systems and an subset of errors is considered as regressors to enter the nonlinear block. These regressors are referred to as 'nonlinear regressors'. Nonlinear are specified as vector regressor indices. Figure 2 depicts the ANN training algorithm in controller performance for optimising the error in the designed network. The current flowing through the path is calculated theoretically and is compared with the measured value through iteration process algorithm. The algorithm used is Levenberg-Marquardt training algorithm. The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is designed using the approach of second-order system without computing the Hessian matrix. The performance error optimisation function is obtained in the form of sum of squares and if the same is used in training feedforward networks then the Hessian matrix can be approximated as
where K is matrix that contains first order derivative of the system errors with respect to the weights and biases, and e is a vector of network errors. 
PID-based ANFIS control
ANFIS is an adaptive learning network which applies hybrid learning algorithms for tuning of the MFs and fuzzy rules (Qiang et al., 2008) . ANFIS imbibes fuzzy logic ability of if-then rules and learning capacity of neural networks (Al-Hmouz et al., 2012) . Tuning of ANFIS controllers was performed based on datasets (147 nos.) collected from results of PID controllers. The shape and number of MFs play a significant role during learning and tuning of ANFIS. Therefore, we have considered two different shapes of MFs. 
Result analysis
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Searching for best nonlinear regressors Regressors: The above plotted charts clearly highlight that minimum training error was achieved using PID ANFIS controller using constant type Gauss2 MFs for all the controllers. The constant type Gauss2 MFs provide improved training error compared to linear type PID controller when the number of MFs is less and vice versa. Therefore, an optimal number and shape of MFs have to selected for better learning and training of controllers. 
